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SADDLES

**Trident General Purpose Saddle**
- Manufactured by the House of Trident
- Built on a moulded English tree
- Well padded seat & leather knee pads
- Wool flocked panels
- Available in standard width
- Sizes: 16" & 17"
- Black or Brown

**Wembley General Purpose Saddle**
- Manufactured by the House of Trident
- Built on a moulded English tree
- Deep seat, self padded, flaps & knee pads
- With wool flocked panels
- Sizes: 16" & 17"
- Black or Brown

**Trident Junior Jumper General Purpose Saddle**
- Built on a moulded English tree
- Well balanced with flocked panels
- Deep seat securing rider at all times
- Size: 15"
- Black or Brown

**Saint Lourdes Tango General Purpose Saddle**
- Designed to help the rider attain the correct position and balance
- Size: 15" - Standard Pony Fit
- Grained Black & Oak

**Saint Lourdes Adventure General Purpose Saddle**
- Top quality Argentinian leather
- Suitable for all disciplines
- Available in Narrow, Medium and Wide fit
- Sizes: 16", 17" & 18"
- Grained black & Oak

**Trident Supreme General Purpose Saddle**
- Only the very best Argentinian raw materials used
- Designed upon a highly flexible & resistant sprung tree
- Panels are stuffed with synthetic wool
- Sizes: 16", 17" and 18"
- Black & Brown
### SAD030T
**Crown saddle & bridle starter kits**
Including saddle, stirrup leathers, stirrup irons, web girth, felt numnah, snaffle bridle with loose ring snaffle bit, securely packaged in a clear saddle bag.

### SAD040
**Ultra General Purpose Economical Beginner Saddle**
Moulded from the ever popular Trident saddle
Sizes 16” & 17”
Black or Brown

### SAD031T
**Upgraded saddle & bridle starter Kit**
Including saddle, stirrup leathers, stirrup irons, padded girth, cotton shaped numnah, snaffle bridle & loose ring snaffle bit, securely packaged in a clear saddle bag.

### SAD086D
**Saint Lourdes Dirk Demeersman Jumping Saddle**
Designed by Dirk Demeersman, an accomplished international rider, and produced in Argentina. Deeper seat and forward flaps for ultimate in leg positioning.
Sizes: 16” 17” & 18”
Colour: Black and Oak

### SAD086M
**Saint Lourdes Milton Saddle**
This saddle is designed for riders pursuing the closest contact possible. It features a deep seat, square cantle and front & back locks for security and comfort.
Sizes: 16” 17” & 18”
Fit: Narrow, Med, & Wide
Smooth black and oak

### SAD030T
**Crown saddle & bridle starter kits**
Including saddle, stirrup leathers, stirrup irons, web girth, felt numnah, snaffle bridle with loose ring snaffle bit, securely packaged in a clear saddle bag.
**SADDLES**

**SAD004**  
**Trident Dressage Saddle**  
Deep classical seat ensuring excellent position of rider at all times. Made from the best quality grained leather. Built on an English sprung tree. Two knee block options offered in standard or wide. Sizes 15”, 16” & 17”. Black only.

**SAD002T**  
**Trident Polo Saddle**  
Flat seat, Kidney panel with suede or leather seat and high front arch. Light Weight. Size 17”. Brown or Tan.

**SAD086MLP**  
**Magnus Lord Platinum Dressage Saddle**  
This is a saddle of choice of all levels of dressage. The leather is extremely soft and provides the attractive combination of grip while still allowing the rider to move freely with the horse. Traditional wool stuffed panels. Sizes: 16”, 17”, 18”. Fit: Med, Wide, Ex Wide. Colour: Smooth black.

**SAD002P**  
**Polo Saddle Palermo**  
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security. Leading to greater balance and control.

**SAD06**  
**Enduro Exercise Saddle**  
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel. Great Value.

**SAD086MLD**  
**Magnus Lord Dinasty**  

**SAD005**  
**Trident Exercise Saddle**  
The ultimate in training saddles. Light weight. Built on an English tree. Only the very best leather and raw materials are used. Fits exceptionally well.

**SAD006**  
**Trident Soft Exercise Saddle**  
Leather training saddle without fixed tree. Ideal for youngsters.

**SAD017**  
**Oxford wicker basket safety saddle**  
Designed for lead rein infants and small children.

**SAD015SF**  
**Trident Pony Pad Supreme**  
Suede knee pads and rolled hand loop to ensure grip, balance and security. Fitted with crupper strap, web girth, junior stirrup leathers, front covered stirrup irons.

**SAD015F**  
**Leather pony pad with felt lining and rolled hand grip**  
Fitted with crupper strap, web girth, child’s stirrup leathers, and front covered stirrup irons.
SADDLES

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Designed for lead rein infants and small children

SAD002UL
Ucha Polo Saddle London
With suede seat
Made in Argentina

SAD002P
Polo Saddle Palermo
Full suede seat & flap to ensure optimum comfort & security
Leading to greater balance and control

SAD005
Trident Exercise Saddle
The ultimate in training saddles.
Light weight. Built on an English tree.
Only the very best leather and raw materials are used.
Fits exceptionally well

SAD006
Trident Soft Exercise Saddle
Leather training saddle without fixed tree.
Ideal for youngsters.

SAD005E
Enduro Exercise Saddle
Produced with a synthetic seat & panel
Great Value

SAD007
Oxford wicker basket safety saddle
Desig
SADDLES

SAD011
Trident Lane Fox saddle
American pattern show saddle. Cut back pommel, flat seat and square cantle. Dual stirrup bars. Moulded on an English sprung tree Sizes 20”, 21”, 22”, & 23”

SAD011S
Lane Fox Supreme
The ultimate in design. Offers the same benefits as the Trident Lane fox with the added benefit of an English sliding stirrup bar. Self adjusting to ensure correctness in seat & balance

SAD038
Trident Enduro Treeless Saddle
Designed to fit all shapes and types of horses. Exceptionally close contact between horse and rider. Ideally suited for horses with conformation problems.

SAD039
Ultra Comfort Treeless Saddle
Ultra light weight with Velcro on seat and knee blocks

SAD008F
Stockman Saddle
Fitted With Western stirrup irons, stockman stirrup leathers and a humane stockman girth. This saddle is designed for outback station work, leisure and particularly polo cross, and holds the rider securely in a deep seat. Flaps are embossed with an intricate pattern. Comes in sizes 16”, 17”, 18” and 19”

SAD008AB
FITTED Australian stockman outrider saddle
Wide deep seat ensuring comfort and security of rider at all times. Top quality waxed leather used and decoratively embossed, finished with brass fittings. Sizes 16”, 17”, 18”, and 19”

SAD008AH - FITTED
Australian Stockman outrider saddle with horn
Offering the same design as the Australian stockman (SAD008AB) with the added feature of a horn

SAD010
Pack Saddle
Fully comprehensive pack complete with saddle tree, breast plate, breaching & large nylon saddle bags.

SAD011S
Lane Fox Supreme
The ultimate in design. Offers the same benefits as the Trident Lane fox with the added benefit of an English sliding stirrup bar. Self adjusting to ensure correctness in seat & balance
SADDLES

Pack Saddles & Stockman

SAD008F
Stockman Saddle Fitted
With Western stirrup irons, stockman stirrup leathers and a humane stockman girth.
This saddle is designed for outback station work, leisure and particularly polocrosse, and holds the rider securely in a deep seat. Flaps are embossed with an intricate pattern.
Comes in sizes 16”, 17”, 18” and 19”
Fittings not shown in photo

SAD008AB
FITTED
Australian stockman outrider saddle
Wide deep seat ensuring comfort and security of rider at all times.
Top quality waxed leather used and decoratively embossed, finished with brass fittings.
Sizes 16”, 17”, 18” and 19”

SAD008AH - FITTED
Australian Stockman outrider saddle with horn
Offering the same design as the Australian stockman (SAD008AB) with the added feature of a horn

SAD010
Pack Saddle
Fully comprehensive pack complete with saddle tree, breast plate, breaching & large nylon saddle bags.
**SADDLES**

**SAD028 Trident Trail Ranger**
The original trail saddle with padded leather seat & full felt panel, providing maximum comfort for horse and rider. Flexible panels moulded to fit all shapes of horse. Size 16½” Black or Brown

**SAD028L Trident Trail Ranger Grande**
Large in 17½” Black or Brown

**SAD031 Voortrekker Saddle**
Lightweight version of a Trail Ranger Saddle. Suede seat & nylon strapping fitted with web girth, plated stirrup irons & stirrup leathers

**SAD031D Voortrekker Deluxe Saddle**
Upgraded version designed with a smooth leather seat

**SAD034 - Trident Pegasus Endurance Saddle**
Ultra lightweight, suede seat and flaps, and broad based stirrup safety irons. Suitable for everyday riding or competition.

**SAD034L - Trident Pegasus Blue Endurance Saddle**
Leather seat, skirt and flaps

**SAD028R Trident Trail Outrider**
Complimented with a deep broad seat. Western type style finished with brass fittings

**SAD008R Trail Outrider Supreme**
Deep seat, wide flaps with knee block for added comfort and ensures a better leg positioning

**SAD008R SADDLES**
Western Sad
SADDLES

SADD024I
Western Rio Grande
Top quality waxed leather used. Decoratively embossed and finished with silver cord lacing. Sheepskin panel ensuring optimum comfort for the horse.

SADD024E
Trident Western Embossed Saddle
Moulded on a fibre glass tree. Decoratively embossed and fully fitted. Designed with adjustable girth point system.

SADD024
Trident Western Saddle
Offering the same features as the Western embossed saddle with a stitched seat and plain leather finish.

SADD024T
Trident Texas Saddle
Beautifully hand crafted with embossing and silver conchos. Fitted with clinch and back leather girth, adjustable girth points and padded cotton girth.

SADD028  Trident Trail Ranger
The original trail saddle with padded leather seat & full felt panel, providing maximum comfort for horse and rider. Flexible panels moulded to fit all shapes of horse. Size 16½" Black or Brown

SADD028L  Trident Trail Ranger Grande
Large in 17½" Black or Brown & 2 Tone

SAD031
Voortrekker Saddle
Lightweight version of a Trail Ranger Saddle. Suede seat & nylon strapping fitted with web girth, plated stirrup irons & stirrup leathers

SADD031D
Voortrekker Deluxe Saddle
Upgraded version designed with a smooth leather seat

SAD034 - Trident Pegasus Endurance Saddle
Ultra lightweight, suede seat and flaps, and broad based stirrup safety irons. Suitable for everyday riding or competition.

SAD034L - Trident Pegasus Blue Endurance Saddle
Leather seat, skirt and flaps

SADD028R  Trident Trail Outrider
Complimented with a deep broad seat. Western type style finished with brass fittings

SADD008R  Trail Outrider Supreme
Deep seat, wide flaps with knee block for added comfort and ensures a better leg positioning

SADD024I
Trident Western Embossed Saddle
Moulded on a fibre glass tree. Decoratively embossed and fully fitted. Designed with adjustable girth point system.

SADD024E
Trident Western Embossed Saddle
Moulded on a fibre glass tree. Decoratively embossed and fully fitted. Designed with adjustable girth point system.

SADD024
Trident Western Saddle
Offering the same features as the Western embossed saddle with a stitched seat and plain leather finish.

SADD024I
Western Rio Grande
Top quality waxed leather used. Decoratively embossed and finished with silver cord lacing. Sheepskin panel ensuring optimum comfort for the horse.

SADD024E
Trident Western Embossed Saddle
Moulded on a fibre glass tree. Decoratively embossed and fully fitted. Designed with adjustable girth point system.

SADD024
Trident Western Saddle
Offering the same features as the Western embossed saddle with a stitched seat and plain leather finish.
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SAD027FF
McLellan saddle fitted with flaps
Traditional McLellan style with an added flap fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth. Fittings not shown in picture.

SAD027F
McLellan Saddle Fitted
Fibreglass saddle tree covered with leather. Fitted with a complete girth system, stirrup leathers and plated stirrup irons.

SAD036
Trident Patrol saddle
Mclellan base with a stitched leather seat and felt panel. Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth.

SAD032F
McLellan Fibreglass Saddle
Entry level saddle. Ideal for farm work. Fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers.

SAD007M
Mini Boy Block Seat Saddle
Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, economy stirrup leathers & a web girth.

SAD007IF
Farm Block Seat Saddle
Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, economy stirrup leathers & a web girth. Fittings not shown in picture.

SAD009SF
Universal Soft Seat Saddle
Traditionally styled with an added stitched cushion seat, knee block on flap to assist in leg stabilization and fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth. Fittings not shown in picture.

SAD009
Universal Saddle
Traditional military saddle with a wood and felt panel and moulded block seat. Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth. Fittings not shown in picture.

SAD029IF
Farm Soft Seat Saddle
Suitable for farm work and outback riding. Fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and web girth. Fittings not shown in picture.
**Farm Saddles**

**SAD007M**
Mini Boy Block Seat Saddle
Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, economy stirrup leathers & a web girth

**SAD009SF**
Universal Soft Seat Saddle
Traditionally styled with an added stitched cushion seat, knee block on flap to assist in leg stabilization and fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth. *Fittings not shown in picture*

**SAD007F**
Farm Block Seat Saddle
Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, economy stirrup leathers & a web girth
*Fittings not shown in picture*

**SAD029IF**
Farm Soft Seat Saddle
Suitable for farm work and outback riding. Fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and web girth. *Fittings not shown in picture*

**SAD009**
Universal Saddle
Traditional military saddle with a wood and felt panel and moulded block seat. Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth.
*Fittings not shown in picture*

**SAD036**
Trident Patrol Saddle
Mclellan base with a stitched leather seat and felt panel. Fully fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth.

**SAD027FF**
McLellan saddle fitted with flaps
Traditional McLellan style with an added flap fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers and a web girth

**SAD032F**
McLellan Fibreglass Saddle
Entry level saddle. Ideal for farm work. Fitted with plated stirrup irons, stirrup leathers.
STIRRUP LEATHERS

STL004 - Import stirrup leathers
STL002 - Numbered stirrup leathers
STL003 - Child stirrup leathers
STL005 - Junior stirrup leathers
STL007/STL007F - Nylon stirrup leathers
STL006/STL006F - Economy stirrup leathers (Black or Brown)
STL008/STL008I - Nylon lined stirrup leathers
STL004D - Deluxe import stirrup leathers
STL001 - Buffalo stirrup leathers
STL012 - PVC stirrup leathers (Black & Brown)
STL007/STL007F - Nylon stirrup leathers
STL014 - St Lourdes stirrup leathers
STL011 - Trident stockman stirrup leathers
STL011OS - Stockman outrider stirrup leathers
STI001T - Plated stirrup irons
STI002 - Stainless steel stirrup irons
STI005 - Polo stirrup irons (Stainless Steel)
STI006 - Nickel plated Peacock safety stirrup irons
STI007 - Front cup child safety stirrup irons
STI007A - Adult safety stirrup irons
STI007S - Simplex safety stirrup irons
STI015I - Endurance stirrup irons (Lightweight, wide base for comfort with safety front shell)
STI018 - Shadowfax aluminium stirrup irons (Ultra durable & lightweight. Available in a range of colours)
STI018A - Trident alloy stirrup irons
STI009 - Western stirrup irons
STI010OS - Stockman covered stirrup irons
STI012 - Swivel base stirrup iron ensuring correct position, weight distribution in the lower leg, offering optimum balance.
STI018 - Designed for showjumping
STI128 - Thin stirrup treads
STI129 - Knife edge treads
STI130 - Slanting treads
STI006S - Stainless steel Peacock safety stirrup irons
STIRRUP IRONS & TREADS

STL004 - Import stirrup leathers
STL002 - Numbered stirrup leathers
STL003 - Child stirrup leathers
STL005 - Junior stirrup leathers
STL006/STL006F - Economy Stirrup Leathers
Black or Brown
STL008/STL008I - Nylon Lined Stirrup Leathers
STL007/STL007F - Nylon Stirrup Leathers
STL012 - PVC Stirrup Leathers
Black & Brown
STL004D - Deluxe Import stirrup leathers
STL014 - St Lourdes Stirrup Leathers
STL001 - Buffalo Stirrup Leathers
STL011 - Trident Stockman Stirrup Leathers
STL011OS - Stockman Outrider Stirrup Leathers

STI001T - Plated Stirrup Irons
STI002 - Stainless Steel Stirrup Irons
STI005 - Polo Stirrup Irons Stainless Steel
STI006 - Nickel plated Peacock safety stirrup irons
STI007 - Front Cup Child Safety Stirrup Irons
STI007A - Adult Safety Stirrup Irons
STI007S - Simplex Safety Stirrup Irons
STI006S - Stainless Steel Peacock Safety Stirrup Irons
STI009 - Western Stirrup Irons
STI010OS - Stockman Covered Stirrup Irons
STI007S - Simplex Safety Stirrup Irons
STI012 - Swivel base stirrup iron ensuring correct position, weight distribution in the lower leg, offering optimum balance. Designed for showjumping
STI018 - Shadowfax aluminium stirrup irons

STI007 - Front Cup Child Safety Stirrup Irons
STI007A - Adult Safety Stirrup Irons
STI007S - Simplex Safety Stirrup Irons
STI012 - Swivel base stirrup iron ensuring correct position, weight distribution in the lower leg, offering optimum balance. Designed for showjumping
STI018 - Shadowfax aluminium stirrup irons

STI006 - Nickel plated Peacock safety stirrup irons
STI007 - Front Cup Child Safety Stirrup Irons
STI007A - Adult Safety Stirrup Irons
STI007S - Simplex Safety Stirrup Irons
STI009 - Western Stirrup Irons
STI010OS - Stockman Covered Stirrup Irons
STI007S - Simplex Safety Stirrup Irons
STI012 - Swivel base stirrup iron ensuring correct position, weight distribution in the lower leg, offering optimum balance. Designed for showjumping
STI018 - Shadowfax aluminium stirrup irons
1. GIR006 - Padded Dressage Girth
2. GIR006C - Comfort Dressage Girth

1. GIR001 - Trident Cotton Padded Girth
2. GIR014 - Trident Web Girth
3. GIR001C - Trident Comfort Girth

1. GIR009 - Atherstone Leather & Elastic
2. GIR001E - Padded & Elastic Girth
3. GIR001CE - Comfort & Elastic Girth

1. GIR017C - Comfort Mclellan Girth
2. GIR017 - Mclellan Girth
3. GIR018 - Mclellan Padded Girth

1. GIR001 - Trident Cotton Padded Girth
2. GIR014 - Trident Web Girth
3. GIR001C - Trident Comfort Girth

1. GIR032 - Universal Girth Points
2. GIR030 - Trail Rider Girth Points
3. GIR020 - Trident Universal Girth

1. GIR007 - Girth Kickpad Combination Designed as a protection pad for jumpers

1. GIR003 - Girth & Surcingle Set Designed for training saddles
2. SUR001 - Surcingle With Elastic

1. COT001 - Cotton Shaped Numnah
2. PON003 - Pony Cotton Shaped Numnah
3. COT005 - Cotton Shape Quilt Numnah
4. COT007 - Cotton Square Quilt Numnah
5. COT007C - Classic Cotton Square Quilt Numnah

1. FEL006 - Felt Square Numnah
2. FEL005 - Felt Shaped Numnah
3. FEL006C - Felt Numnah Covered. In shaped and square

1. COT016 - Cotton Square Jumping Numnah
2. COT016P - Cotton Square Jumping Numnah with piping
3. COT017 - Thick Square Cotton Numnahs Ideal for all work, stock and trail saddles

1. COT015 - Cotton Square Diamond Quilt & Leather Patches. To be used with stock and trail saddles. Lined with felt
2. COT015L - Cotton Square Diamond Quilt & Leather Patches. To be used with stock and trail saddles. Lined with felt

1. DRE004 - Shaped Dressage Numnah
2. DRE004Q - Shaped Quilt Dressage Numnah
3. COT016D - Cotton Square Dressage Numnah
Girths  Girths

1. GIR006 - Padded Dressage Girth
2. GIR006C - Comfort Dressage Girth

1. GIR009 - Atherstone Leather & Elastic Girth
2. GIR001E - Padded & Elastic Girth
3. GIR001CE - Comfort & Elastic Girth

1. GIR017C - Comfort McLellan Girth
2. GIR017 - McLellan Girth
3. GIR018 - McLellan Padded Girth

1. GIR001 - Trident Cotton Padded Girth
2. GIR014 - Trident Web Girth
3. GIR001C - Trident Comfort Girth

1. GIR004 - Exercise & Elastic Girth
2. SUR001 - Surcingle With Elastic

1. GIR003 - Girth & Surcingle Set Designed for training saddles

1. GIR016N - Nylon McLellan Girth Strap
2. GIR016 - Leather McLellan Girth Strap

1. GIR032 - Universal Girth Points
2. GIR030 - Trail Rider Girth Points
3. GIR020 - Trident Universal Girth

1. GIR007 - Girth Kickpad Combination Designed as a protection pad for jumpers

COT001 - Cotton Shaped Numnah
PON003 - Pony Cotton Shaped Numnah
COT005 - Cotton Shape Quilt Numnah
COT007 - Cotton Square Quilt Numnah

COT007C - Classic Cotton Square Quilt Numnah. Jumping square design to fit all GP and jumping saddles. Light foam with decorative edged piping

COT016P - Cotton square jumping numnah with piping
COT016 - Cotton Square Jumping Numnah

COT016D - Cotton square dressage numnah
DRE004 - Shaped Dressage numnah
DRE004Q - Shaped Quilt dressage numnah

COT017 - Thick Square Cotton Numnahs Ideal for all work, stock and trail saddles

FEL006 - Felt Square Numnah
FEL005 - Felt Shaped Numnah
FEL006C - Felt Numnah Covered. In shaped and square

NUMNAHS NUMNAHS

NUMNAHS NUMNAHS
NUMNAHS

NUM008SQ - Square endurance numnah
NUM008 - Shaped endurance numnah
Light weight and breathable

NAV020
Double Navajo Numnah

NAV019
Navajo Numnahs

NAV019M - Ucha Matras Navajo numnah

NAV022T
Trident Navajo blanket with felt and acrylic lining and leather patches

LAN008
Lane Fox Numnah

NUM007 Square numnah with neoprene comfort pad
NUM006 Shape numnah with neoprene comfort pad

FEL005E
Felt Shape Endurance/Trail Numnah

FEL006E
Felt Shape Endurance/Trail Numnah Covered

NUM004L
Large Endurance Numnah
**Back Pads & Gel Pads**

1. **RIS015**
   - White Riser Pad

2. **RIS016**
   - Comfort Pad

**BAC018A**
- Airflow Back Pad

**BAC018CC**
- Champions Choice back pad with acrylic sheepskin in a range of colours

**NAV020**
- Double Navajo Numnah

**NAV019**
- Navajo Numnahs

**NAV019M**
- Ucha Matras Navajo numnah

**NAV022T**
- Trident Navajo blanket with felt and acrylic lining and leather patches

**LAN008**
- Lane Fox Numnah

**NUM007**
- Square numnah with neoprene comfort pad

**NUM006**
- Shape numnah with neoprene comfort pad

**FEL005E**
- Felt Shape Endurance/Trail Numnah

**FEL006E**
- Felt Shape Endurance/Trail Numnah Covered

**NUM004L**
- Large Endurance Numnah

**RIS014**
- Black Moulded Riser Pad

**1. RIS015**
   - White Riser Pad

**2. RIS016**
   - Comfort Pad

**BAC018A**
- Airflow Back Pad

**BAC018CC**
- Champions Choice back pad with acrylic sheepskin in a range of colours

**SHE130**
- Genuine sheepskin pad with quilted cotton top

**GEL004**
- Comfort Gel Pad
- Lifts saddle up evenly releasing pressure of the horse’s back

**GEL004C**
- Contoured Comfort Gel Pad

**GEL002**
- Gel Pad. Releases unwanted or uneven pressure

**CUS001R**
- Cushion Race Pad
- Designed for training saddles
SADDLE BAGS

SAD110 Trident felt lined saddle carry bag. Designed to fit all GP and jumping saddles

SAD110LF Felt lined saddle carry bag designed to fit Lane Fox, Polo and Dressage saddles

SAD110L Designed to fit all trail, stock, western and farm saddles

SAD111SO Supreme Leather Saddle Bags

SAD111W Saddle Bags with Water Bottle Holders

SAD111O Outback Nylon/Leather Saddle Bag

SAD111F Leather Saddle Bags

SAD111N Nylon Saddle Bags

SAD111NW Nylon Waterford Saddle Bags

SAD111S Small Nylon Saddle Bags

SAD111C Large Saddle Pommel Bag
**Saddle Covers, Racks & Stands**

- **SAD110**
  - Trident felt lined saddle carry bag designed to fit all GP and jumping saddles

- **SAD110LF**
  - Felt lined saddle carry bag designed to fit Lane Fox, Polo and Dressage saddles

- **SAD110L**
  - Designed to fit all trail, stock, western and farm saddles

- **SAD111SO**
  - Supreme Leather Saddle Bags

- **SAD111O**
  - Outback Nylon/Leather Saddle Bag

- **SAD111W**
  - Saddle Bags with Water Bottle Holders

- **SAD111F**
  - Leather Saddle Bags

- **SAD111N**
  - Nylon Saddle Bags

- **SAD111NW**
  - Nylon Waterford Saddle Bags

- **SAD111S**
  - Small Nylon Saddle Bags

- **SAD111C**
  - Large Saddle Pommel Bag

- **SAD112**
  - Waterproof Saddle Covers

- **SAD113**
  - Wall mounted saddle rack with bridle hook

- **SAD114**
  - Saddle Rack Stand
  - Ideal for all types of saddles

- **SAD114C**
  - Collapsible Saddle Stand
  - Fully transportable and ideal for use at shows and events
Snaffle Bridles

SNA033
Braided Snaffle Bridle
Raised nose and brow band

SNA032P
Welsh Snaffle Bridle with Flash

SNA032PC
Welsh Snaffle bridle with cavesson

SNA032P
Welsh Snaffle Bridle

SNA032P
Welsh Snaffle Bridle

SNA042P
Snaffle Bridle
Raised, Stitched & Padded

SNA034
Snaffle Bridle
Padded, Raised and White Backed

SNA035P
Snaffle Bridle Padded with Brass Fittings

SNA038
Snaffle bridle with Poll piece backed and padded for added comfort

SNA041
Snaffle Bridle
Raised and Tan Backed

SNA037
Clipped Snaffle bridle
Designed for interchanging of bits with ease

SNA029
Snaffle Bridle with Bit on Browband

SNA040G
Grackle Clincher Snaffle Bridle

SNA040T
Trident Clincher Snaffle Bridle
SNA0029
Snaffle Bridle
Raised, Stitched & Padded

SNA0032
Welsh Snaffle Bridle with Flash

SNA0032PC
Welsh Snaffle Bridle with Cavesson

SNA0033
Braided Snaffle Bridle
Raised nose and brow band

SNA0034
Snaffle Bridle Padded, Raised and White Backed

SNA0035
Snaffle Bridle Padded with Brass Fittings

SNA0035P
Snaffle Bridle Padded with Poll Piece Backed and Padded for Added Comfort

SNA0038
Snaffle Bridle with Poll Piece Backed and Padded for Added Comfort

SNA0039
Clipped Snaffle Bridle Designed for Interchanging of Bits with Ease

SNA0040G
Grackle Clincher Snaffle Bridle

SNA0040T
Trident Clincher Snaffle Bridle

SNA0040T
Trident Clincher Snaffle Bridle

SNA0041
Snaffle Bridle Raised and Tan Backed

SNA0042P
Snaffle Bridle with Bit on Browband Raised, Stitched & Padded

SNA0060
St Lourdes Snaffle Bridle

DOU0021
Double Bridle Fine, Plain and Raised. Bitting Excluded

DOU0021BR
Blue Ribbon Bridle Designed with Bright Decorative Patent Leather Brow and Nose Bands

BIT0022
Bitless Be Kind Bridle
BRIDLES

Farm & Specialised Bridles

**BRI010**
In Hand Bridle
Raised with brass buckles

**BRI036/BRI036F**
Single Farm Bridle without bit

**BRI037/BRI037F**
Single Farm Bridle with plated loose ring snaffle bit

**BRI038F**
Double Farm Bridle with plated Pelham

**DON007N**
Nylon Donkey Bridle & Bit fitted with blinkers

**WEB046B**
Web Bridle & Bit
Available in welsh and standard size in a wide range of colours

**WEB046**
Web bridle without snaffle

**ROP003**
2 in 1 rope halter / bridle

**WES001**
Western Rolled Bridle

**WES006**
Western Knot Bridle

**WES008**
Western knot & hair bridle
**BRIDLES**

**BRI003**
Enduro Bridle without Reins
Leather with easily removable cheeks.
Both Halter & Bridle

**BRI003P**
PVC Endurance bridle with easily detachable cheeks. Padded on brow and nosebands. Wide range of colours

**BRI047**
Nylon Work Bridle
Nylon head piece & rubber work reins

**RAC028**
PVC Race Bridle
Looped reins with rubber hand grips

**WES001**
Western Rolled Bridle

**WES006**
Western Knot Bridle

**WES008**
Western knot & hair bridle
**BRIDLES**

**BRI032UL**
Ucha Polo Bridle London complete
- Double Noseband
- Double reins
- Standing martingale
- Breast plate

**BRI032U**
Ucha Polo Bridle & Breast Plate

**SNA032**
Snaffle show bridle
Raised bridle with satin covered brow band

**BRI101**
Training Rope Bridle

**BRI101**
Nylon bag with zip for storing and keeping bridle clean

**BRI025**
Bridle Hook
Plastic Coated

**BRI026**
4 Prong Bridle Hook

**BRO003B**
Brow Band Set

**BRO003R**
Satin Brow Bands with Rosettes

**BRO003V**
Velvet Brow Bands

**HEA011**
Leather Head Piece

**HEA016**
Nylon Head Piece

**CUR035S**
- Stainless Steel Curb Chain

**CUR164**
- Curb Chain Guard

**CUR038**
- Curb Circle Hooks
BRIDLE & BIT ACCESSORIES

BRI001
Nylon bag with zip for storing and keeping bridle clean

BRI025
Bridle Hook
Plastic Coated

BRI026
4 Prong Bridle hook

BRO003B
Brow Band Set

BRO003R
Satin Brow Bands with Rosettes

BRO003V
Velvet Brow Bands

HEA011
Leather Head Piece

HEA016
Nylon Head Piece

CUR035S - Stainless Steel Curb Chain
CUR164 - Curb Chain Guard
CUR038 - Curb Circle Hooks
BREASTPLATES

BRE003
Elasticised Breastplate

BRE004
Y-Type Leather Breastplate

BRE001
Exercise Breastplate

BRE001P
Exercise PVC breast plates

BRE004P
PVC breast plate

BRE005
Y-Type Web Breastplate in a range of coloured webbing

BRE006L
-L Leader Donkey Breastplate

BRE006W
-W Wheeler Donkey Breastplate

BRE012
-Western Breastplate embossed

BRE006N
-N Nylon Donkey Breast Plates

DON007
-Donkey Bridle

BRE012T
-Texas Breastplate

BRE004R
-Rio Grande Breastplate Black or brown Embossed with silver cord lacing

BRE004P
-PVC breastplate
BRE006L - Leader Donkey Breastplate

BRE012 - Western Breastplate embossed

BRE006W - Wheeler Donkey Breastplate

BRE001 - Exercise Breastplate

BRE004 - Y-Type Leather Breastplate

BRE001P - Exercise PVC breast plates

BRE005 - Y-Type Web Breastplate in a range of coloured webbing

BRE006 - Donkey Breastplate

BRE006N - Nylon Donkey Breast Plates

DON007 - Donkey Bridle

BRE012T - Texas Breastplate

BRE006L - Leader Donkey Breastplate

BRE004R
Rio Grande Breastplate
Black or brown
Embossed with silver cord lacing
Riding Aids & Martingales

**CHA002**
Chambon

**HAL001** - Halsverlenger Neck Stretcher
Versatile aid to encourage horse to work long, low and round

**DEG003/DEG003E**
Degogue Training Aid - also with elastic. Ensures self-carriage

**MAR005** - Market Harborough

**RUN007**
English running martingale with brass fittings

**RUN007 / RUN007F**
Running martingale with silver fittings

**RUN007B**
White Backed Running Martingale

**STA008** - Standing Martingale
- **WEY051**
  Weymouth Fixed Cheek

- **WEY052**
  Weymouth Sliding Cheek

- **PEL056J**
  Pelham Jointed Plated

- **PEL038**
  Jointed pelham in stainless steel or copper mouth piece

- **SAD050**
  Saddler Weymouth

- **PEL056H**
  Pelham Hi Port Plated

- **PEL037**
  Pelham Stainless Steel

- **PEL044**
  Pelham Soft Rubber

- **PEL056L**
  Pelham Low Port Plated

- **PEL062**
  Hard Rubber Pelham Bits

- **GAG019**
  Gag Snaffle Fitted

- **GAG016**
  Rope Gag Runners

- **GAG014**
  Leather Gag Runners

- **GAG019E**
  Eggbutt Gag Snaffle

- **GAG019L**
  Gag Snaffle Loose Ring

- **GAG019R**
  Gag Rubber

- **FUL017**
  Fulmer Snaffle

- **FUL018**
  Fulmer Snaffle Hollow Mouth

- **POR046**
  Portuguese Snaffle

- **POR046T**
  Portuguese 3ring Snaffle

- **KIM024**
  Kimblewick Slotted

- **KIM024J**
  Kimblewick Jointed

- **WES002**
  Western Stainless Steel

- **WES002S**
  Western Stainless Steel

- **WES003**
  Western Nickel Plated

- **WES003**
  Western Oval Cheek
Specialised BITS

**Bits**

- **ANT001** Anti Rearing Bit
- **TON001** Tongue Layer
- **WAT001** Waterford
- **DEX009** Dexter Ring
- **HAC020** Long Shank Hackamore
- **HAC020S** Hackamore Short Shank
- **HAL021** Half Spoon Snaffle
- **HOR028** Horse Shoe Bit – In Hand Showing
- **OVE035** - Overcheck Snaffle
- **OVE033** - Jointed Brass Twisted Overcheck
- **OVE033** - Jointed Overcheck

**Nosebands & Blinkers**

- **DRO006** Drop Nose Band
- **FLA011R** Raised Flash Nose Band
- **CAV001** Cavesson Nose Band
- **CAV001P** PVC Cavesson Nose Band
- **CAV003** Raised Cavesson Nose Band
- **SHE119** Sheepskin Nose Band Sleeve
- **BLI016** - Blinkers
- **PAC001Z** - Pacifier hood
- **DEX009R** Dexter Ring Rubber
Nosebands & Blinkers

- DRO006 Drop Nose Band
- FLA011R Raised Flash Nose Band
- CAV001 Cavesson Nose Band
- NOS010 Crank Nose Band
- CAV001P PVC Cavesson Nose Band
- SHE119 Sheepskin Nose Band Sleeve
- CAV003 Raised Cavesson Nose Band
- BLI016 - Blinkers
- PAC001Z - Pacifier hood
- OVE033 - Jointed Overcheck
- OVE035 - Overcheck Snaffle
- OVE033 Jointed Overcheck
- WAT001 Waterford
- DEX009 Dexter Ring
- HAC020 Long Shank Hackamore
- HOR028 Horse Shoe Bit – In Hand Showing
- HAC020S Hackamore Short Shank
- HAL021 Half Spoon Snaffle
- OVE033 - Jointed Overcheck
- OV035 - Overcheck Snaffle
- COV001 - Cavesson Nose Band
- NOS010 - Crank Nose Band
- CAV001P - PVC Cavesson Nose Band
- SHE119 - Sheepskin Nose Band Sleeve
- BLI016 - Blinkers
- PAC001Z - Pacifier hood
- HAC020 - Hackamore Short Shank
- HAL021 - Half Spoon Snaffle
**Reins & Accessories**

**BAL021**
Balancing Reins
Encourages horse to balance and carry themselves independently

**REI001** - Web Cleated
**REI009** - SureGrip Cleated

**REI007 / REI007I** -
Plaited Reins

**REI002** - Heavy Laced Reins

**REI003 / REI003I** -
Laced Reins

**REI011** - Rubber Lined Reins
**REI012** - Rubber Reins

**REI013**
Nylon Rubber Reins

**REI015**
Nylon Comfort Reins

**REI016**
Natural Leather Reins

**ROP014**
Rope Reins 12mm

**RUN015L**
Leather Running Reins
**RUN015**
Running Reins
**RUN015C**
Running Reins With Clips

**SID016**
Leather Side Reins
**SID016N**
Nylon Side Reins

**REI010**
PVC Rubber Race Reins
**REINS & ACCESSORIES**

- **REI03** Ring Type Rein Connectors
- **REI04** Rolled Rein Connectors
- **REI06** Rein Stops
- **ROPO14** Rope Reins 12mm
- **RUN015** Running Reins
- **RUN015C** Running Reins With Clips
- **RUN015L** Leather Running Reins
- **SID016** Leather Side Reins
- **SID016N** Nylon Side Reins
- **REI010** PVC Rubber Race Reins
- **REI010** PVC Rubber Race Reins
HALTERS

HAL009
Foal Web Halter

HAL009BF
Baby Foal Web Halter

HAL003C
Cattle Halter With Chain

HAL002
Pony Or Cow Halter

HAL004
Cattle Double Leather Halter

HAL005
Horse Double Leather Halter - without adjustment buckle on the noseband

HAL006
Single Leather Horse Halter

HAL008
Nylon Horse Halter

HAL009L
Leather Foal Halter

HAL008W
White Web Cow Halter

ROP004
Rope Knot Halter & Matching Lead

HAL011
Leather Show Halter

HAL012
Rolled Show Halter

ROP005
Rope Persuasion Halter

ROP007L
Rope Cattle Halter With Chain & Leather Noseband
**Head Collars**

- **HEA001**
  - Leather Head Collar

- **HEA002**
  - English Leather Head Collar

- **HEA002F**
  - English Leather Foal Head Collar

- **HEA003**
  - Nylon Head Collar
  - Lead

- **HEA003F**
  - Head collar & lead with fly fringe Combo

- **HEA003A**
  - Nylon head collar
  - with adjustable nose band

- **HEA004**
  - Classic Head Collar
  - Lead. Fur lined noseband and poll piece for additional comfort

- **HEA004C**
  - Two Colour Head Collar
  - Lead

- **HEA005**
  - Wide Nylon Head Collar
  - Lead

- **HEA005A**
  - Nylon head collar
  - Double stitching and adjustable nose band

- **HEA006**
  - (I Love My Pony/Horse) Head Collar
  - Lead

- **HEA008**
  - Nylon Foal Head Collar

- **HEA009PM**
  - Padded Head Collar with Motif

- **HEA015**
  - Showman Head Collar
  - Lead

- **HEA007**
  - Icon head collar 2 tone colour with lead. Soft woven webbing with padded neoprene poll and noseband.
  - Brass fittings
HEAD COLLARS

HEA004B
Icon head collar 2 tone colour with lead. Soft woven webbing with padded neoprene poll and noseband. Brass fittings

HEA005
Wide Nylon Head Collar & Lead

HEA005A
Nylon head collar with double stitching and adjustable nose band

HEA006
(I Love My Pony/Horse) Head Collar & Lead

HEA008
Nylon Foal Head Collar

HEA009PM
Padded Head Collar with Motif

HEA015
Showman Head Collar & Lead
LEADS

Leather Lead
- LEA009

Leather Lead With Fine Chain
- LEA001

Leather Lead With Heavy Chain
- LEA006

Web Leads
- LEA002

Nylon Leads
- LEA002N

Rope Leads
- ROP008
  - 30mm
  - 2 Metres

- ROP008L
  - 30mm
  - 4 Metres

Plaited Nylon
- ROP008P
  - 2 Colour
  - Rope Leads

Multi Coloured
- ROP008M
  - Thick Rope Leads

Nylon Lead in Dual Colour
- LEA002DC

Rope Lead:
- ROP009
  - 12mm

Multi Coloured Thick Rope Leads
- ROP008M

Champions Choice:
- BAN010
  - Exercise Bandages
  - Cotton Stitched
  - Velcro Fastenings

- BAN010C
  - Exercise Bandages
  - Fleece Inserts

Exercise Bandages:
- BAN012
  - Cotton Stitched
  - Velcro Fastenings

- BAN013
  - Quilted Fleece

Bandage Fillers:
- BAN015
  - Recover Ice Bandage

Bandage Pads:
- BAN011
  - Foam

Tail Bandages
- BAN005

Stable Bandages:
- BAN002
  - Elastoplast
  - 100MM/75MM

- BAN004
  - Stable Bandages
  - (4)

Flexus Wrap:
- BAN008/009
  - 100MM/75MM

Bandage Pads:
- BAN010
  - Cotton Stitched

- BAN012
  - Bandage Pads

- BAN013
  - Quilted Fleece

- BAN014
  - Exercise Bandages

- BAN015
  - Recover Ice Bandage

Stable Boots:
- Alternative to stable bandages
  - Removable Micro Fabric Cushion Pads

- BAN005
  - Tail Bandages
**Leads**

- LEA009 - Leather Lead
- LEA001 - Leather Lead With Fine Chain
- LEA006 - Leather Lead With Heavy Chain

**Bandages**

- BAN002 - Elastoplast 100MM/75MM
- BAN004 - Stable Bandages (4)
- BAN008/009 - Flexus Wrap 100MM/75MM
- BAN010 - Exercise bandages (4) cotton stitched with Velcro fastenings
- BAN010C - Champions Choice exercise bandages (4) with fleece inserts
- BAN012 - Bandage Pads Fybagee Packed in a set of 4
- BAN011 - Bandage Pads (2) Foam Filled
- BAN013 - Bandage Fillers (4) - Quilted Fleece
- BAN015 - Recover Ice Bandage
- BAN005 - Tail Bandages
- BAN002N - Nylon Leads
- BAN002DC - Nylon lead in dual colour
- ROP008M - Multi Coloured Thick Rope Leads
- ROP008 - Rope Lead 30mm - 2 Metres
- ROP008L - Rope Lead 30mm - 4 Metres
- ROP008P - Plaited Nylon 2 Colour Rope Leads
- ROP009 - Rope Lead 12mm

**Stable Boots**

- STABLE BOOTS - Alternative to the traditional stable bandages, with removable micro fabric cushion pads
BRUSHING / FETLOCK BOOTS

**BRU001S**
Trident Safe Guard Brushing Boots. Neoprene with soft leather cup

**BRU002S**
Trident Safe Guard Fetlock Boots. Neoprene with soft leather cup

**BRU001N**
Neoprene Brushing Boots front

**BRU002N**
Neoprene Brushing Boots hind

**BRU001H**
Champions Choice Front neoprene boot with hard protective splint / brushing cup In black and white

**BRU002PR**
Reflective Ultra brushing boots fetlock

**BRU001PR**
Reflective Ultra brushing boots front

**BRU002H**
Champions Choice Neoprene fetlock boot with hard protective brushing cup In black and white

**BRU001V**
Trident Vinyl Brushing Boots

**BRU002V**
Trident Vinyl Brushing Boots Hind

**KNE008**
Knee boots (horse)

**BRU005**
Brushing Ring

**BRU001P**
Ultra front brushing boots Soft cushion comfort fabric with soft moulded brushing cup

**BRU002P**
Ultra fetlock brushing boots Soft cushion comfort fabric with soft moulded fetlock cup

**SPO032C**
Champions Choice Sports Medicine Boots

**SPO032**
Neoprene Sports Medicine Boots

**HOC001**
Neoprene Hock Boots
BRUSHING / FETLOCK BOOTS

**BRU001V**
Trident Vinyl Brushing Boots
Front

**BRU002V**
Trident Vinyl Brushing Boots
Hind

**BRU005**
Brushing Ring

**BRU001P**
Ultra front brushing boots
Soft cushion comfort fabric with soft moulded brushing cup

**BRU002P**
Ultra fetlock brushing boots
Soft cushion comfort fabric with soft moulded fetlock cup

**KNE008**
Knee boots (horse)

**SPO032C**
Champions Choice Sports Medicine Boots

**HOC001**
Neoprene Hock Boots

**SPO032**
Neoprene Sports Medicine Boots
TENDON & FETLOCK BOOTS

**TEN024T**
Trident Pro Tendon Boots
Hard plastic mould shell with soft neoprene lining for comfort

**FET001T**
Trident Pro Fetlock Boots

**TEN024TA**
Trident Airflow Tendon Boots

**FET001TA**
Trident Airflow Fetlock Boots

**TEN024N**
Neoprene Tendon & Ankle Boots

**TEN024P**
Trident Ultra Tendon Boots
Ultra light weight with neoprene lining

**TEN024V**
Trident Viking Boots
Neoprene lined with hard PVC shell

**BRU001W**
Viking Brushing Boots Hind

**TEN024G**
Trident Protector Gel Tendon Boots
Moulded shell with gel cushioned lining. Shapes beautifully for ultimate comfort and support

**TEN024**
Leather tendon boots with adjustable buckles

**OVE015**
Vinyl Over Reach Boots

**OVE014R**
Neoprene with reflective strapping

**OVE015F**
Fur Lined Over Reach Boots
Vinyl with soft neoprene lining and fur edged for extra comfort

**OVE009**
Champions Choice over reach boots. Hardy neoprene with soft cushion lining

**OVE010**
Icon over reach boots. Ultimate in protection with fabric outer and soft Neoprene lining

**OVE012W**
Petal Over Reach Boots
Available in white and black

**OVE012**
Pull On Over Reach Boots

**OVE013**
Over Reach Boots With Buckle Strap

**OVE014**
Velcro Over Reach Boots

**COR006**
Leather coronet boots with felt lining
Tendon / Fetlock Boots

OVER REACH BOOTS

OVE015
Vinyl Over Reach Boots

OVE015F
Fur Lined Over Reach Boots. Vinyl with soft neoprene lining and fur edged for extra comfort

OVE014R
Neoprene with reflective strapping

OVE009
Champions Choice over reach boots. Hardy neoprene with soft cushion lining

OVE010
Icon over reach boots. Ultimate in protection with fabric outer and soft Neoprene lining

OVE012
Pull On Over Reach Boots

OVE013
Over Reach Boots With Buckle Strap

OVE014
Velcro Over Reach Boots

OVE012W
Petal Over Reach Boots. Available in white and black

COR006
Leather coronet boots with felt lining
BLANKETS & RUGS

BLA007XS - Winter Blanket extra small
BLA007S - Winter Blanket small
BLA007M - Winter Blanket medium
BLA007L - Winter Blanket large
BLA007XL - Winter Blanket extra large

BLA005 - Winter Beta Light weight duvet. Waterproof and breathable with cross over belly straps and leg straps with gussets at the shoulder. Sizes Extra Small to Extra Large

BLA012 - Storm Breaker Waterproof Duvet. Suitable as a turn out rug

Oxford Duvet. Stable rug with cross over belly and leg straps. Sizes XS to XL

BLA003S - Denim Blanket small
BLA003M - Denim Blanket medium
BLA003L - Denim Blanket large
BLA003XL - Denim Blanket extra large

BLA008XS - Neck Blanket 115CM
BLA008S - Neck Blanket 125CM
BLA008M - Neck Blanket 135CM
BLA008L - Neck Blanket 145CM
BLA008XL - Neck Blanket 155CM

NEC006 - Neck Blanket
NEC006H - Neck Blanket with Hood
DAY003 - Plain day sheets. Light cotton sheet with leg straps in sizes XS to XL.

DAY002 - Tartan or Gingham day sheets. Light cotton sheet with leg straps. In sizes XS to XL.

DAY006 - Winter weight day sheets in warm fleece fabric.

DAY005 - Day Sheet. Light weight with gusset and leg straps.

SWE001 - Sweat Sheets. Sizes XS - XL.

RAI001 - Rain Sheet.
RAI001L - Rain Sheet lined.
RAI001HL - Rain Sheet heavy lined.

NEC007 - Neoprene Neck Sweat.
Travelling Equipment

TRA003 - Travel set: Day sheet, poll guard, travelling boots, head collar & lead, tail guard.

TAI137N - Neoprene tail guard

TAI137P - Trident Pro tail guard

TAI137R - Reflective Neoprene Tail Guard

POL094W - Wembley poll guard. Soft cushioning with neoprene lining

TRA025 - Trident Travelling Boots Full length in sets of 4

TRA025F - Trident Supreme Full travelling boots (4)

POL094 - Hood type poll guard

TRA025 - Travelling boots (4)

LUN081 - Nylon lunge cavesson

LUN081NP - Neoprene padded lunge cavesson

LUN082NP - Neoprene padded lunge roller

LUN082 - Trident web lunge roller

LUN082L - Leather lunge roller

LUN004 - 8m Lunge lead

LUN005 - 10m Lunge lead

LUN003 - Long reining (2 x 6m) lunge lead

LUN012 - Lunge whip

LUN014 - Lunge whip split

LUN016 - Lunge whip with swivel end

LUN017 - Lungeing System. Revolutionary design which aids in the development of the neck and top line i.e. back
LUNGEING EQUIPMENT

LUN081 - Nylon lunge cavesson
LUN081NP - Neoprene padded lunge cavesson

LUN082 - Trident web lunge roller
LUN082L - Leather lunge roller

LUN082NP - Neoprene padded lunge roller

POL094 - Wembley poll guard. Soft cushioning with neoprene lining
POL094W - Wembley poll guard

TRA025 - Travelling boots (4)
TRA025T - Trident Travelling Boots
TRA025SF - Trident Supreme Travelling boots (4)

TRA003 - Travel set: Day sheet, poll guard, travelling boots, head collar & lead, tail guard.
TRA012 - Lunge whip
TRA014 - Lunge whip split
TRA016 - Lunge whip with swivel end

LUN003 - Long reining (2 x 6m) lunge lead
LUN004 - 8m Lunge lead
LUN005 - 10m Lunge lead

LUN012 - Lunge whip
LUN014 - Lunge whip split
LUN016 - Lunge whip with swivel end

LUN017 - Lungeing System. Revolutionary design which aids in the development of the neck and top line i.e. back

LUN081 - Nylon lunge cavesson
LUN081NP - Neoprene padded lunge cavesson

LUN082 - Trident web lunge roller
LUN082L - Leather lunge roller

LUN082NP - Neoprene padded lunge roller

POL094 - Wembley poll guard. Soft cushioning with neoprene lining
POL094W - Wembley poll guard

TRA025 - Travelling boots (4)
TRA025T - Trident Travelling Boots
TRA025SF - Trident Supreme Travelling boots (4)

TRA003 - Travel set: Day sheet, poll guard, travelling boots, head collar & lead, tail guard.
TRA012 - Lunge whip
TRA014 - Lunge whip split
TRA016 - Lunge whip with swivel end

LUN003 - Long reining (2 x 6m) lunge lead
LUN004 - 8m Lunge lead
LUN005 - 10m Lunge lead

LUN012 - Lunge whip
LUN014 - Lunge whip split
LUN016 - Lunge whip with swivel end

LUN017 - Lungeing System. Revolutionary design which aids in the development of the neck and top line i.e. back
American Saddler

GIR010 - Leather Saddler girth
GIR011 - Web Saddler girth

HOB060C - Hobble straps & chains

HOB060 - Hobble straps

HOO064 - Leather Hoof Pads
HOO064N - Nylon Hoof Pads

SHA021 - Shackle boots

BIT015 - Bitting Rig:
Lunge roller, side reins, training rope bridle, crupper, 2 lunge leads

LAT149 - Latex tubing

1. TAI022 - Tail set
2. TAI023 - Tail set crupper
3. TAI125 - Tail set crupper strap

SWE131 - Sweat band

RAT004 - Rattlers

CAP008 - Trident Safeguard Helmet
Approved EN1384 with enclosed harness and rear air vents

CAP010 - Trident Airflow Helmet
Light weight, two tone with front and rear air vents ensuring rider’s head remains cool. Approved safety EN1384

CAP036 - Trojan Skull Cap
Sizes 54 - 61

CAP007 - Casco Ecco
Sizes Med 52 – 57, Large 58 – 62

CAP005 - Casco Duell EN1384
Compact design with added double monologue side protection. Patented fastening system provides the ultimate fit. Sizes small, medium & large.

CAP007A - Casco Arcus
Unique ventilation system offers optimal air circulation. Sizes small, medium and large.

CAP007W - Casco Winner
Designed for the highest performance required by today’s competing or leisure rider. Extremely effective ventilation system sets this exclusive helmet apart from the rest.

CAP031 - New Derby Helmet

CAP003 - Aussie Rider

FACE003 - Face Guard

PEA001 - Peak
**SAFETY HELMETS**

**CAP008** - Trident Safeguard Helmet
Approved EN1384 with enclosed harness and rear air vents

**CAP005** - Casco Duell EN1384
Compact design with added double monologue side protection. Patented fastening system provides the ultimate fit. Sizes small, medium & large.

**CAP036** - Trojan Skull Cap
Sizes 54 - 61

**CAP010** - Trident Airflow Helmet
Light weight, two tone with front and rear air vents ensuring rider’s head remains cool. Approved safety EN1384

**CAP007** - Casco Ecco
Sizes Med 52 – 57, Large 58 – 62

**CAP031** - New Derby Helmet

**CAP007A** - Casco Arcus. Unique ventilation system offers optimal air circulation. Sizes small, medium and large.

**CAP007W** - Casco Winner
Designed for the highest performance required by today’s competing or leisure rider. Extremely effective ventilation system sets this exclusive helmet apart from the rest.

**CAP003** - Aussie Rider

**FAC003** - Face Guard

**PEA001** - Peak
Gloves

GLO005
Aggrippa

GLO014
Buckskin

GLO016R
Royal full leather gloves

GLO017
Cotton

GLO008
Trident Classic Airflow

GLO008C
Trident Classic Airflow

GLO010
Trident Diamante gloves

GLO012W
Trident Wembley gloves

GLO015
Magic

GLO017
Trident Amara print gloves

GLO025
Suede palm / stretch back

GLO025P
Trident Amara print gloves

GLO008
Trident Airflow

GLO025
Trident Airflow

GLO061
Trident Icon leather gloves

GLO030
Suede lycra

JOD001
Trident Child Jodhpurs
Sizes (18 - 30)

JOD002
Trident Ladies Jodhpurs
Sizes (30 – 46)

JOD003
Trident Mens Jodhpurs
Sizes (28 – 46)

JOD001TH
Trident Child Hipsters
Sizes (24 -30)

JOD002TH
Trident Ladies Hipsters
Sizes (30 – 40)

JOD002TC
Trident Ladies Classic Jods
Sizes (32 - 44)

JOD003TC
Trident Mens Classic Jods
Sizes (28 - 46)

SLA001
Child Slacks
Sizes (18 – 30)

SLA002
Ladies Slacks
Sizes (30 – 46)

SLA001TCS
Trident Comfort Supreme Kids Slacks sizes (18-30)

SLA002TCS
Trident Comfort Supreme Ladies Slacks sizes (32-44)

JOD004
Ladies Woven / Plain Jods

JOD009S
Trident Ladies Cotton Suede Seat Snugs

JOD009SM
Trident Mens Cotton Suede Seat Snugs

JOD006
Ladies Jodphurs Floral design
RIDING JODPHURS & SLACKS

**JOD001**
Trident Child Jodhpurs
Sizes (18 - 30)

**JOD002**
Trident Ladies Jodhpurs
Sizes (30 – 46)

**JOD003**
Trident Mens Jodhpurs
Sizes (28 – 46)

**JOD001TH**
Trident Child Hipsters
Sizes (24 - 30)

**JOD002TH**
Trident Ladies Hipsters
Sizes (30 – 40)

**SLA001** - Child Slacks
Sizes (18 – 30)

**SLA002** - Ladies Slacks
Sizes (30 – 46)

**SLA001TCS** - Trident Comfort Supreme Kids
Slacks sizes (18-30)

**SLA002TCS** - Trident Comfort Supreme Ladies
Slacks sizes (32-44)

**JOD002TC** - Trident Ladies Classic Jods
(32 - 44)

**JOD001TC** - Trident Kids Classic Jods
(18 - 30)

**JOD003TC** - Trident Mens Classic Jods
(28 - 46)

**JOD004** - Ladies
Woven / Plain Jods

**JOD009S**
Trident Ladies
Cotton Suede Seat
Snugs

**JOD009SM**
Trident Mens Cotton
Suede Seat Snugs

**JOD006** - Ladies
Jodphurs
Floral design

**JOD009S**
Trident Ladies
Cotton Suede Seat
Snugs
RIDING BOOTS & ACCESSORIES

**JOD012**
Classic work boot

**JOD010E**
Trident Elastic Jodhpur Boots – Adult Sizes (2 – 11)

**JOD010KE**
Trident Elastic Jodhpur Boots Kids Sizes (9 – 1)

**JOD010EZ**
Trident Boot elastic & zip

**JOD006**
Lace Up Paddock Boots

**BOO004**
Long leather polo boots
Front zip up
Black, tan & brown

**BOO0019**
Boot Jack

**BOO021** - Boot Pull

**B00019**
Boot Jack

**CHA009EM**
Half chaps with embroidered motif (elastic & zip)

**CHA009C**
Amara suede coloured chaps

**CHA009T**
Split Suede Half Chaps

**CHA009TA**
Amara Suede Half Chaps

**CHA009N**
Neoprene Chaps in kids sizes 6 - 14

**CHA009B**
Buffalo half chaps with elastic & zip

**CHA009D**
Trident half chap with diamante
RIDING CHAPS

**CHA009EM**
Half chaps with embroidered motif (elastic & zip)

**CHA009C**
Amara suede coloured chaps

**CHA009T**
Split Suede Half Chaps with Elastic & Zip

**CHA009TA**
Amara Suede Half Chaps

**CHA009N**
Neoprene Chaps in kids sizes 6 - 14

**CHA009B**
Buffalo half chaps with elastic & zip

**CHA009D**
Trident half chap with diamante
Riding Chaps & Gaiters

CHA010W
Waterford Half Chaps
With Velcro

CHA011
- Trident full suede chaps
CHA011F
- Trident full suede chaps with fringe

GAI003
Trident Royal Leather Gaiter

GAI001
Trident Leather Gaiters
Riding Wear

**RIDING CHAPS & GAITERS**

- **CHA010W**: Waterford Half Chaps with Velcro
  - **CHA011**: Trident full suede chaps
  - **CHA011F**: Trident full suede chaps with fringe

- **GAI003**: Trident Royal Leather Gaiter
- **GAI001**: Trident Leather Gaiters

**SHI033SL**: Short sleeve riding shirt
- **SHI033**: Sleeveless show shirt

**WA1001**: Waist coats

**SHI047**: Riding stock or bib

**SHI146**: T – Shirts

**BOD012**: Body protector X small
- **BOD013**: Body Protector small
- **BOD014**: Body protector medium
- **BOD015**: Body protector large
- **BOD016**: Body protector X large
- **BOD017**: Body protector XX large
Riding Wear & Accessories

**JAC027**
Joyride riding jackets (Child, Ladies & Mens)

**JAC027T**
Tweed riding jackets (Child, Ladies & Mens)

**JAC028**
Trident riding jackets (Child, Ladies & Mens)

**HEA030**
Headline it Head gear (box 10)

**HEA031**
Headline it Head gear (sachets)

**HEA030**
Headline it Head gear (box 10)

**HEA031**
Headline it Head gear (sachets)

**HAI018**
Hair Nets

**STO010**
Stock Pin for riding shirt

**KID074**
Kidney Belts Sizes XS - XL

**SOC001**
Printed socks

**CAP029**
Cap harness

**GOG061** - Clear Goggles With Black Trim
**GOG062** - Tinted Goggles With Black Leather Trim
Riding Wear & Accessories

SPU121 Spur
- Stainless Steel Spurs

SPU121S - Stubben Spurs

SPU121G Goose Neck Spurs

JAC027 Riding Jackets (Child, Ladies & Mens)
- Tweed Riding Jackets

JAC028 Trident Riding Jackets (Child, Ladies & Mens)

HEA030 Headline It Headgear (Box 10)

HEA031 Headline It Headgear (Sachets)

HAI018 Hair Nets

STO010 Stock Pin for Riding Shirt

KID074 Kidney Belts (Sizes XS - XL)

CAP029 Cap Harness

SOC001 Printed Socks

GOG061 Clear Goggles with Black Trim

GOG062 Tinted Goggles with Black Leather Trim

SPU121S - Stainless Steel Spurs

SPU121R Rawl Soft Touch Spurs

SPU122 Western Spurs
- Western Spur Straps

SPU123W Western Spur Straps

SPU123N Nylon Spur Straps

SPU123L Leather Spur Straps

SPU127 Rubber Spur Protectors
- Stainless Steel Spurs

SPU121S - Stainless Steel Spurs

SPU122 Western Spurs
- Western Spur Straps

SPU123W Western Spur Straps

SPU123N Nylon Spur Straps

SPU123L Leather Spur Straps

SPU127 Rubber Spur Protectors
- Stainless Steel Spurs
Crops

CRO007 - Plastic
CRO005 - Hand Flap
CRO004 - Wide Flap
CRO003 - Horse Head Handle
CRO002 (55CM) - Jumping with Suregrip handle
CRO001 - Race or Jumping

CRO009 - Dressage Whip with Black & Gold Handle
CRO009L - Dressage Whip with Black & Gold Leather Handle
CRO008 - Dressage Whip with Silver & White Handle
CRO014 - Polo Crop with Silver Top (106cm)
CRO010 - Dressage Schooling Whip
CRO013 - Polo Cross Whip
CRO009D - Dressage whip with diamante handle
CRO006 - Ucha Junior Crops
CRO002U - Ucha Leather Jumping Crop
CRO016 - Multi coloured crop 65cm
CRO017 - Silver twist crop
CRO018 - Glitter flap crop

SHO015 - Bamboo Showing Cane
SHO014 - Black and Brown Leather Showing Cane

STO015 - Stock Whip
BUL016 - Bull Whip with Plaited Handle
DRI013W - Driving Whip with White Lash
DRI013 - Driving Whip
**CRO009** - Dressage Whip
with Black & Gold Handle

**CRO009L** - Dressage Whip
with Black & Gold Leather Handle

**CRO008** - Dressage Whip
with Silver & White Handle

**CRO007** - Plastic

**CRO005** - Hand Flap

**CRO004** - Wide Flap

**CRO003** - Horse Head Handle

**CRO002** - (55CM) - Jumping
with Suregrip handle

**CRO001** - Race or Jumping

**CRO0002U** - Ucha Leather
Jumping Crop

**CRO006** - Ucha Junior Crops

**CRO016** - Multi

coloured crop 65cm

**CRO017** - Silver
twist crop

**CRO018** - Glitter
flap crop

**SHO015** - Bamboo
Showing Cane

**SHO014** - Black
and Brown Leather
Showing Cane

**CRO009** - Dressage Whip
with Black & Gold Handle

**CRO009L** - Dressage Whip
with Black & Gold Leather Handle

**CRO008** - Dressage Whip
with Silver & White Handle

**CRO014** - Polo Crop
with Silver Top (106cm)

**CRO010** - Dressage Schooling Whip

**CRO013** - Polo Crop (96cm)

**CRO011** - Polo Cross Whip

**CRO009D** - Dressage Whip
with diamante handle

**CRO008** - Dressage whip with
coloured handle and silver end

**CRO009MC** - Dressage whip multi
coloured.
Sizes 90cm, 100cm, 110cm

**CRO015N** - Nylon
Polo Whips

**CRO015L** - Leather
Polo Whips

**ST0015** - Stock Whip

**BUL016** - Bull Whip with Plaited Handle

**DRI013W** - Driving Whip with White Lash

**CR013** - Driving Whip
**Stable Equipment**

- **SCO001** - Feed Scoop
- **TWI151** - Twitch
- **TWI154** - Humane Twitch
- **FOR002** - Stable Cleaning Fork - 16 Prong with Handle
- **BUC030** - Round Bucket with Rope Handles
- **BUC023** - Water Bucket with Handle
- **HAY057** - Standard Hay Net
- **HAY057H** - Heavy Duty Hay Net
- **TAP007** - Measuring Tape - Height & Weight
- **SAL119** - Salt Lick or Mineral Lick Bracket
- **FEE156** - Medium Feed Tray
- **FEE156L** - Large Feed Tray
- **DOG023** - Small Heavy Plastic Dog Dish
Stable Equipment

FEE156 - Medium Feed Tray
FEE156L - Large Feed Tray
DOG023 - Small Heavy Plastic Dog Dish

FEE160 - Feed Tray Brackets
Wall mounted and stable door type

HAY058 - Hay Net Rack

BUC027 - Bucket Brackets

HAY057 - Standard Hay Net
HAY057H - Heavy Duty Hay Net

FOR002 - Stable Cleaning Fork - 16 Prong

HAY058 - Hay Net Rack

FEE156 - Medium Feed Tray
FEE156L - Large Feed Tray
DOG023 - Small Heavy Plastic Dog Dish

FEE160 - Feed Tray Brackets
Wall mounted and stable door type

HAY058 - Hay Net Rack

BUC027 - Bucket Brackets

TAC100 - Tack Box & Mounting Block
Stable Yard Accessories

**ACCESSORIES**

- **WAX166** - Wax Thread 20m
- **WAX168** - Wax Thread 50m
- **WAX 169** - Wax Thread 100m

- **SHO001** - Shooting Stick
  Seat stick ideal for all sports viewing

- **WIN152** - Wind Sucking Collar

- **CRU140** - Crupper

- **HOR002** - Horse Head Display

- **MEA001** - Measuring Stick
  Aluminium with spirit levels

- **DRE004L** - Dressage Letters & Frames

- **LOA001** - Loading Straps

- **RIE107** - Chair Riempies

- **CLI017** - MBG2 Pet Clipper Blue

- **CLI018** - Andis Cordless Pet Trimmer
- **CLI014** - RAC-D Pet Kit Clipper
- **CLI020** - Andis 2 Speed Clipper
- **CLI022** - Andis 1 Speed Clipper
- **CLI033** - Andis Clipper Blades
- **CLI031W** - Blade Dip
- **CLI031C** - Cool Care Plus

- **PUN098** - Standard Punch Pliers
- **PUN097** - (Will) German Punch Pliers

- **CLI0031S** - Professional Clipper
Stable Yard Accessories

- **EAR008** - Earmuffs
- **TRI144** - 25mm Nickel Plated Hooks
- **TRI145** - 25mm Brass Plated Hooks
- **TRI143** - 19mm Brass Plated Hooks
- **KAR001** - Karabine Hooks
- **SHO001** - Shooting Stick
  - Seat stick ideal for all sports viewing
- **WIN152** - Wind Sucking Collar
- **CRU140** - Crupper
- **MEA001** - Measuring Stick
  - Aluminium with spirit levels
- **HOR002** - Horse Head Display
- **DRE004L** - Dressage Letters & Frames
- **LOA001** - Loading Straps
- **RIE107** - Chair Riempies
- **EAR008** - Earmuffs
- **PUN098** - Standard Punch Pliers
- **PUN097** - (Will) German Punch Pliers
- **CLI017** - MBG2 Pet Clipper Blue
- **CLI018** - Andis Cordless Pet Trimmer
- **CLI014** - RAC-D Pet Kit Clipper
  - High Voltage
- **CLI031W** - Blade Dip
- **CLI031C** - Cool Care Plus
- **CLI033** - Andis Clipper Blades
- **CLI020** - Andis 2 Speed Clipper
- **CLI022** - Andis 1 Speed Clipper
- **CLI0031S** - Professional Clipper
- **CLI031** - Blade Dip
- **CLI031W** - Blade Dip
- **CLI031C** - Cool Care Plus
- **CLI033** - Andis Clipper Blades
- **CLI020** - Andis 2 Speed Clipper
- **CLI022** - Andis 1 Speed Clipper
- **CLI0031S** - Professional Clipper
GROOMING Equipment

COA001 - Trident Coat Shine Spray 500ml
MAN091 - Trident Mane & Tail Detangle Spray 500ml

BOD001 - Body Brush
BOD001D - Deluxe Body Brush
BOD001I - Imported Body Brush
BOD001J - Junior Body Brush
BOD001W - Waterford Body Brush
FAC001 - Face Cleaning Brush

MIT009 - Mitt Grooming Brush
MIT012 - Mitt Grooming Rubber
MIT017F - Mitt Sheepskin
MIT018 - Hand Shape Mitt Sheepskin

BOD001 - Body Brush
BOD001D - Deluxe Body Brush
BOD001I - Imported Body Brush
BOD001J - Junior Body Brush
BOD001W - Waterford Body Brush

HOO066 - Hoof Pick Brush & Scraper
HOO065 - Hoof Pick
HOO014 - Hoof Oil Brush with Wooden Handle

QUA012 - Quarter Markers
SWE132R - Linear Sweat Scraper
SWE132S - Sweat Scraper Sponge
SWE132 - Sweat Scraper
SPO016 - Sponge
**Shampoo**

- SHA058 - Trident Shampoo 1 litre
- SHA059 - Trident Shampoo 5 litre
- SHA010 - Trident Aloe Vera Shampoo 500ml
- SHA011 - Trident Aloe Vera Shampoo 1 litre
- SHA013 - Trident Aloe Vera Shampoo 5 litre
- SHA022 - Dare to Dream Shampoo Black 500ml
- SHA023 - Dare to Dream Shampoo White 500ml
- SHA024 - Dare to Dream Shampoo Bronze 500ml
- SHA009 - Trident Conditioning Shampoo 1 litre
- SHA014 - Trident Tea Tree Shampoo 500ml
- SHA015 - Trident Tea Tree Shampoo 1 litre
- SHA016 - Trident Tea Tree Shampoo 5 litre
- EQU075 - EquiWash 200ml
- EQU076 - EquiWash 500ml
- SOA008 - Moore's Glycerine Saddle Soap Bars
- SOA009 - Healthtech Glycerine Saddle Soap Tub
- SOA015 - Trident Saddle Soap 500ml
- SOA016 - Trident Saddle Soap 250ml
- SOA017 - Trident Saddle Soap 2.5 litre
- SOA018 - Trident Saddle Soap 5 litre
- LEA020 - Trident Leather Dressing 500ml
- LEA021 - Trident Leather Dressing 1 litre
- LEA022 - Trident Leather Dressing 5 litre
- DUB001 - Trident Dubbin 250ml
- DUB002 - Trident Dubbin 500ml
- DUB003 - Trident Dubbin 2.5 litre
- DUB004 - Trident Dubbin 5 litre
- LEA013 - Trident Leather Conditioner Spray 500ml
- LEA012 - Trident Leather Cleaner Spray 500ml
- NEA047 - Trident Neatsfoot Oil 500ml
- NEA049 - Trident Neatsfoot Oil 1 litre
- LEA040 - Trident Leather Wax Natural 250g
- LEA041 - Trident Leather Wax Brown 250g
- LEA042 - Trident Leather Wax Black 250g
- HID001 - Trident Leather Hide Food with Sorbitol.
SOA008 - Moore’s Glycerine Saddle Soap Bars
SOA009 - Healthtech Glycerine Saddle Soap Tub
SOA015 - Trident Saddle Soap 500ml
SOA016 - Trident Saddle Soap 250ml
SOA017 - Trident Saddle Soap 2.5 litre
SOA018 - Trident Saddle Soap 5 litre

LEA020 - Trident Leather Dressing 500ml
LEA021 - Trident Leather Dressing 1 litre
LEA022 - Trident Leather Dressing 5 litre

DUB001 - Trident Dubbin 250ml
DUB002 - Trident Dubbin 500ml
DUB003 - Trident Dubbin 2.5 litre
DUB004 - Trident Dubbin 5 litre

LEA013 - Trident Leather Conditioner Spray 500ml
LEA012 - Trident Leather Cleaner Spray 500ml

LEA040 - Trident Leather Wax Natural 250g
LEA041 - Trident Leather Wax Brown 250g
LEA042 - Trident Leather Wax Black 250g

NEA047 - Trident Neatsfoot Oil 500ml
NEA049 - Trident Neatsfoot Oil 1 litre

HID001 - Trident Leather Hide Food with Sorbitol
**HOOF CARE**

- **STO067** - Stockholm Tar 5 litre
- **STO066** - Stockholm Tar 1 litre
- **HOO026** - Irish Formula Hoof Oil Dressing 5 litre
- **HOO024** - Irish Formula Hoof Oil Dressing 1 litre
- **HOO040** - Hanover Hoof Dressing 1 litre
- **HOO045** - Hanover Hoof Dressing 2.5 litre
- **HOO044** - Hanover Hoof Dressing 5 litre
- **HOO028** - Trident Hoof Dressing 1 litre
- **HOO029** - Trident Hoof Dressing 5 litre
- **HOO028W** - Wonder Hoof Dressing 1 litre
- **HOO029W** - Wonder Hoof Dressing 2 litre
- **HOO029W** - Wonder Hoof Dressing 5 litre
- **HOO028** - Trident Hoof Dressing 1 litre
- **HOO029** - Trident Hoof Dressing 5 litre
- **HOO055R** - Hoof Varnish Remover 200ml
- **HOO055C** - Clear Hoof Varnish 400ml
- **HOO055B** - Black Hoof Varnish 400ml
- **HOO046** - Lincoln Hoof Grease Green 1 litre
- **HOO100** Hoof & Sole Hardener Spray
- **COR009** - Cornucrescine 450g
- **PED052** - Pedicine 450g
**Fly Protection**

**FLY048M** - Fly Mask
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

**FLY048MC** - Comfort Fly Mask

**FLY048A** - Acrylic Fly Mask

**FLY048L** - Leather Fly Fringe

**FLY046I** - String Cord Fly Fringe

**FLY048V** - Velcro Fly Fringes

**HEA003F** - Trident Head Collar & Fly Fringe Combo

**FLY049** - Multi Coloured Fly Fringes

**FLY048** - PVC Fly Fringe
**FLY PROTECTION**

**FLY008** - Red Top Fly Catcher

**FLY009** - Fly Bait & Bag

**AGI001** - Agita
Paint On Fly Bait

**FLY010** - Fly Ribbons (40)

**FLY060** - Fly Repellent Collar

**FLY062** - Fly Repellent Roll On

**CIT005** -
Citronella Fly Repellent Combo
(Spray 500ml & Gel 250g)

**CIT007** - Citronella Fly Spray 1 litre

**CIT011** - Citronella Fly Refill 5 litre

**CIT009** - Citronella gel 250g

**BUZ001** - Buzz Off Fly Repellent Spray 1 litre

**BUZ002** - Buzz Off Fly Repellent Gel 450g

**BUZ004** - Buzz Off Fly Repellent 5 litre

**SWA001** - Swavet Fly Repellent 1 litre

**SWA003** - Swavet Fly Repellent 5 litre

**SHO005** - Shoo
Fly Repellent
750ml
VETERINARY PRODUCTS

END001 - Endeavon Electrolytes 1,5kg
END002 - Endeavon Electrolytes 3kg
END003 - Endeavon Electrolytes 25kg

FLY008 - Red Top Fly Catcher
FLY009 - Fly Bait & Bag
AGI001 - Agita Paint On Fly Bait
FLY010 - Fly Ribbons (40)

CIT005 - Citronella Fly Repellent Combo (Spray 500ml & Gel 250g)
CIT007 - Citronella Fly Spray 1 litre
CIT011 - Citronella Fly Refill 5 litre
CIT009 - Citronella Gel 250g

BUZ001 - Buzz Off Fly Repellent Spray 1 litre
BUZ002 - Buzz Off Fly Repellent Gel 450g
BUZ004 - Buzz Off Fly Repellent 5 litre

SHO005 - Shoo Fly Repellent 750ml
SWA001 - Swavet Fly Repellent 1 litre
SWA003 - Swavet Fly Repellent 5 litre

END001 - Endeavon Electrolytes 1,5kg
END002 - Endeavon Electrolytes 3kg
END003 - Endeavon Electrolytes 25kg

ACR004 - Acrisulph Tube 50g
ACR005 - Acrisulph 500g
DER001 - Dermavet Antiseptic Cream 100g
GEN001 - Gentian Wound Spray
MILO45 - Milking Cream 500ml
NEC001 - Necrospray
PRO001 - Proudfllesh Powder
SWA002 - Swavet Eye Powder 30g

BLO001 - Blood Tonic 1kg
DMG001 - DMG 500g
RED036 - Red Cell 1 litre
RED037 - Red Cell 3,8 litre

PRO005 - Prosacc 2kg
BIO002 - Biotizer 500ml
PRO012 - Protexin Premium 1kg

TIC073 - Tick Grease 500g
TIC075 - Tick & Maggot Oil Plus 1 litre
DA2001 - Dazzel 500ml

ANI001 - Animalintex
COT030 - Cotton Wool
**VETERINARY PRODUCTS**

- **EQU030** - Equitens 1kg
- **CAL002** - Calmequin 1kg
- **DEV001** - Devil’s Claw 1kg
- **GAR002** - Garlic Powder 500g
- **GAR003** - Garlic Powder 1kg
- **GAR004** - Garlic Powder 5kg
- **HT020** - HT20 1kg
- **END004** - Endeavon H Biotin 1kg
- **END006** - Endeavon H Biotin 2.5kg
- **DMS002** - DMSO 100ml
- **DMS003** - DMSO 500ml
- **RAD007** - Radiol Bone Br
- **RAD010** - Radiol Muscle Mr
- **MSM002** - MSM 500g
- **MSM003** - MSM 1kg
- **GER001** - Geriatric Formula 1kg
- **EQU009** - Equiflex 450g
- **FLE014** - Flexijoint 100g
- **FLE015** - Flexijoint 500g
- **FLE016** - Flexijoint 1kg
- **GCS001** - GCS 500g
**VETERINARY PRODUCTS**

- **OME001P** - Omega Plus supplement oil 2 litre
- **GLY004** - Glycerine Ichthammol
- **SUP002** - Super Thrive 9kg
- **FOR040** - Trident Fortitude 2kg
- **FOR044** - Trident Fortitude 8kg
- **FEE100** - Feed Booster Supplement 10kg
- **OME001** - Omega Coat 2 litre
- **COR024** - Corn Oil Plus 1 litre
- **COR025** - Corn Oil Plus 2 litre
- **COR026** - Corn Oil Plus 5 litre
- **DEE020** - Deep Ice 500ml
- **DEE023** - Deep Ice 2,5 litre
- **DEE025** - Deep Ice 5 litre
- **BIO015** - Bio Soothe 500ml
- **BIO016** - Bio Soothe 2,5 litre
- **ICE003** - Iceman Cooling Gel 500ml
- **ICE005** - Iceman Cooling Gel 5 litre
**VETERINARY PRODUCTS**

**PEG001** - Pegasol Dewormer Paste 26g  
**PEG001M** - Pegamax Dewormer Paste 32.4g  
**PEG001F** - Pegaforte Dewormer Paste 10g  
**EQU014** - Equimax 10g  

**PEG001C** - Pegamax Dewormer Paste 250g  
**PEG001M** - Pegasol Dewormer Paste 500g  

**STR005** - Stress C 1kg  
**EPS001** - Epsom Salts 25kg  
**SOD001** - Sodium Bicarbonate 25kg  

**THE001** - Thermometer  
**ICE018** - Ice 2.2kg  
**ICE020** - Ice 5.5kg  
**UPT001** - Uptite 2.2kg  
**UPT002** - Uptite 5.5kg  

**THE001** - Thermometer  
**ICE018** - Ice 2.2kg  
**ICE020** - Ice 5.5kg  
**UPT001** - Uptite 2.2kg  
**UPT002** - Uptite 5.5kg  

**NOM001** - No More Mange Gel 500g  
**NOM001C** - No More Mange Cream 250g  
**NOM002** - No More Mange Gel 1kg  

**HOR009C** - Kerckhaert A Class Toe Clipped Sizes 0000 - 2  
**HOR010** - Kerckhaert Ssp Hack Shoes - front & hind Sizes 0000 - 5  
**HOR001** - Kerckhaert King Alumites U/clipped - Sizes 2 - 8  
**HOR001C** - Kerckhaert King Alumites Clipped - Sizes 3 - 8  

**PAD001** - No Shock Hoof Pads  
**HOO064** - Leather Hoof Pads (EA)  
**HOR019** - Kerckhaert Training Plate Dr U/clipped Sizes 4 - 5  

**HAM005** - Square Head Hammer  
**HAM005R** - Round Head Hammer  
**HAM005B** - Bellota Hammer  
**HAM007BP** - Bellota Large Ball Pein Hammer  
**HAM006BP** - Bellota Small Ball Pein Hammer  

**BUF001** - Buffer Clinch Cutter  
**HOO006D** - Double Sided Frost Hoof Knife  
**HOO005D** - Double Sided Hoof Knife  
**NAI020** - Nail Nipper  
**HOO005NS** - Hoof knife non slip
**FARRIER SUPPLIES**

**HOR009C**
Kerckhaert A Class Toe Clipped
Sizes 0000 - 2

**HOR001**
Kerckhaert King Alumites U/clipped - Sizes 2 - 8

**HOR001C**
Kerckhaert King Alumites Clipped - Sizes 3 - 8

**HOR019**
Kerckhaert Training Plate Dr U/clipped
Sizes 4 - 5

**PAD001**
No Shock Hoof Pads

**HAM005**
Square Head Hammer
**HAM005R**
Round Head Hammer
**HAM005B**
Bellota Hammer
**HAM007BP**
Bellota Large Ball Pein Hammer
**HAM006BP**
Bellota Small Ball Pein Hammer

**BUF001**
Buffer Clinch Cutter
**HOO006D**
Double Sided Frost Hoof Knife
**HOO005D**
Double Sided Hoof Knife
**NAI020**
Nail Nipper
Farrier Tools

- Leather Farrier Apron
- Heavy Duty Farrier Apron
- Heavy Denim Farrier Apron

Dog Equipment

- Tooth Rasp
- Stud Kit
- Hoof Leveller
- Fire Tongs
- Shoe Puller
- Nipper Hoof Cutter
- Professional Nipper Hoof Cutter
- E2 Nails (500)
- E3 Nails (500)
- E4 Nails (500)
- Reg 4 Nails (500)
- E5 Nails (500)
- Reg 5 Nails (500)
- E6 Nails (500)
- Reg 6 Nails (500)
- E7 Nails (500)
- Reg 7 Nails (500)
- Bellota Rasp (Top side)
- Plastic Rasp Handle
- Large Round Wooden Bellota Rasp Handle
- Bellota Rasp (Bottom side)

Choke Chains

- 45cm Choke Chains
- 50cm Choke Chains
- 55cm Choke Chains
- 60cm Choke Chains
- 65cm Choke Chains
- 70cm Choke Chains

Dog Collars

- Dog Collar no.1 (30cm)
- Dog Collar no.1 (30cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.2 (35cm)
- Dog Collar no.2 (35cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.3 (40cm)
- Dog Collar no.3 (40cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.4 (45cm)
- Dog Collar no.4 (45cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.5 (50cm)
- Dog Collar no.5 (50cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.6 (55cm)
- Dog Collar no.6 (55cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.7 (60cm)
- Dog Collar no.7 (60cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.8 (65cm)
- Dog Collar no.8 (65cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.9 (70cm)
- Dog Collar no.9 (70cm) Studs
- Dog Collar no.8 (65cm) Double
- Dog collar Bulldog
- Dog collar heavy duty no. 10 (75cm)

- Dog Slicker Brush
- Dog T Rake
- Dog Collar and Lead Combo
- Dog Slicker
- Dog T Rake
- Dog Traveller
- Stainless Steel Dog Dish
- Dog Lead
- Plastic Dog Muzzle
- 10m Puppy Line
- Dog Rake
- Dog Kongs small/medium/large
- Heavy Plastic Dog Dish

Leather Tracking Harness

- Leather Tracking Harness

Nylon Harness

- Nylon Harness
HARNESSES

HAR011 - Single Show Harness

HAR011D - Double Show Harness

HAR012 - Single Training Harness

HAR012D - Double Training Harness

HAR001 - Single leather donkey harness
HAR001D - Double leather donkey harness
HAR001NDO - Single Nylon donkey harness
HAR002NDO - Double Nylon donkey harness

BRE006N - Nylon Donkey Breast Plate
DON007N - Nylon Donkey Bridle & Bit
HARNESS ORDER FORM

A  Girth all round
B  Crupper length
C  Corner mouth over poll to corner mouth
D  Length of brow band
E  Chest all round
F  Length all round at breast collar line
G  Stifle to stifle
H  Height withers to ground
I  Noseband measurement all round

Please state whether harness is required in Brown or Black leather
Trident Saddlery

www.tridentsaddlery.co.za

Johannesburg: 5th floor, Genop House, 15 Hulbert st, New Centre, Johannesburg. Tel: 011 493 8514
Bloemfontein: Shop 12, Megapark Shopping Centre, Curie ave, Bloemfontein. Tel: 051 448 9596